
Ideally, the words “cheap” and “disaster recovery” should not be
used in the same sentence, except maybe to make a point about
how being too cheap may well lead to disaster.

Yet there is such a thing as cheap disaster recovery. For some data
protection jobs, it simply isn’t necessary to spend awe-inspiring sums
on sophisticated data recovery solutions. In fact, for some tasks you
might not need to spend anything at all.

Of course, I’m not talking about mission-critical data recovery.
Grand-scale data loss calls for grand-scale solutions. Yet even minor
data loss can be painful—heck, any data loss is painful. So with that in
mind, we look this month at shareware and freeware tools for recover-
ing data on a small scale.

Very important data may dwell in very unlikely places; last year one
of my contract clients lost critical data from a lonely PC that had been
all but forgotten by the company. A dust-caked 486 PC, this system ran
an address label database for couriers, and without it, total chaos was
unleashed. The system, which was never included in their sophisticat-
ed network backup system, was also left out of their disaster-planning
efforts; yet it was vital to the functioning of the company.

I amazed many (myself included) by salvaging the data from the cor-
rupt hard disk using a tiny freeware DOS utility. The punch line? The
system was dependent upon a 5-1/4 floppy disk! Once that drive (choked
with dust) could no longer read and write, the data corruption began.

Like me, I’m sure you find one of the great pleasures of being the
network admin is rescuing data everyone thought lost…it’s one of the
few times we get to be heroes in this field!

Often it’s simply a matter of pointing users to the folder they “misplaced,”
but in a world of increasingly vicious and cunning malware, spyware, virus-
es, and other nasties specifically targeting end users, it’s increasingly likely
that you will encounter data loss on a personal level as well.

With the prevalence of always-on broadband connections, roaming
laptops and the many other hazardous aspects of typical PC usage, the
risks are real. And I will confess (I’ve seen this in countless highly
skilled colleagues as well) that I tend to be a bit sloppy about backing
up my home PC and less “critical” workstations because there is
always something “more important right now.”

Paradoxically, despite the profusion of software dangers—the increas-
ing reliability of hardware and operating systems mean they are less likely
to be the source of data loss these days, but that just means you stand an
even better chance of success with the tools spotlighted this month!

While this month’s shareware may not wield the potent capabilities
of their enterprise-grade cousins, they are nonetheless effective solu-
tions well worth including in your arsenal.

These tools may just give you the opportunity to make someone’s
day, perhaps even make yours!

Data recovery is big business, as are all the means used to prevent it
from being necessary. Today, the cost of even a routine recovery from
a standard PC drive can easily be a four-figure number.

I certainly haven’t forgotten the first time I was involved in arrang-
ing for data recovery; it was from a fire-damaged critical network hard
drive, and the final cost of the recovery job was more than I’d paid for
my (then) brand new car!

To be fair, no basic shareware application can match the amazing
combination of art and science that professional data recovery services
use. Their expertise is substantial and no price may be too high.
Today’s technology for recovery of data is mind-boggling, thanks in no
small part to research and practices in the intelligence and defense
communities. It seems that if the physical storage medium is extant in
some fashion, then these wizards can work their magic.

But for more pedestrian data recovery, you also can work some
magic with this month’s tools.

I have to toss in the ubiquitous disclaimer here: Some of these tools
are surprisingly powerful and effective; exercise caution or you may
permanently destroy data. Remember, too, that you may complicate
further recovery efforts with these tools. These tools are primarily
intended for recovering corrupted data and software-level failures and
of course not appropriate for recovering from major physical damage
to storage hardware.

ISOBUSTER 1.6

IsoBuster is a recovery application for CDs and DVDs. CDs present
a special challenge for data recovery, and IsoBuster is a remarkably
effective software solution for addressing these challenges. The sup-
ported formats list for IsoBuster reads like alphabet soup—suffice to
say that I cannot identify any common format it does not support.

All modesty aside, I am disturbingly well-versed in the arcana of CD
formats, longevity and production from my days in A/V production and
mastering. If you aren’t familiar with the risks, many experts make a
compelling case about the danger of relying on CDs for data storage. Is
your data on media that will last five years or 50? Know one really
knows for sure. Indeed, entire Web sites are dedicated to discussing the
permanence of writable CD media, and I have personally encountered
some brands and production runs of blanks that have already suffered
deterioration. IsoBuster proved completely effective at retrieving the
data from these failing discs.

The caveat of course is that a terribly damaged CD will likely be
ignored by the CD drive itself, yet IsoBuster has some clever tricks up
its sleeve to handle this as well; the read behavior of your drive can be
tweaked through IsoBuster to cope with physical damage.
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Sector views allow drilling down to raw data and provide total (even
bewildering) control of the recovery process. One of the best attributes
of IsoBuster is that it bypasses the Windows OS and communicates
“directly” with your drive, so data Windows can’t “see” is accessible.
Space doesn’t permit exploring all the possibilities of IsoBuster, but I
really do believe its capabilities are almost limitless.

If you are not comfortable with esoteric CD technology, have no
fear; the default settings are very effective at recovering data. The
included help system is comprehensive, with topics thoughtfully divid-
ed into basic and advanced levels.

IsoBuster is a curious blend of shareware and freeware, with some
features locked out for freeware users, but easily activated by registra-
tion if needed. I admire the authors for this accommodating and gener-
ous policy, and I think the full price of $25 is a bargain if you antici-
pate using the tool more than once, as you might in a work setting.
IsoBuster is everything shareware should be.

DISK INVESTIGATOR 1.3.1 BY KEVIN SOLWAY

This is a simple disk examination application that allows you to
delve into the raw data on a hard disk. While this information may not
be directly useful and the program has only basic file recovery abilities,
I think it is still worthwhile. The author describes Disk Investigator as
intended primarily for protection verification by examining disks for
stray recoverable data strings, such as those found after poor disk secu-
rity wipes. An excellent use, obviously—but those operations may also
retrieve that lost e-mail address or other simple but needed text string.

The program is very simple to use, with a minimal explorer interface
that allows toggling between and selection of files or clusters. You can
easily “walk” your disk and view the contents as you traverse from
cluster to cluster. Of course, the challenge comes in understanding the
results! Not much is available from the program to assist you there, as
the help offerings are scant at best.

In spite of the limitations, this is a useful application and a recom-
mended one because it is free and performs a crucial task.

RESTORATION 2.5.14 BY BRIAN KATO

We all know about high-profile gaffes where sensitive data was recov-
ered from hard drives in the used hardware channel. Windows does not
necessarily eliminate files that have been deleted until other data overwrites
the original file. Trashed files can linger for months or conceivably, years.
Restoration is a simple executable that does one task, and does it very
well—it recovers files recently deleted from the Windows recycle bin.
Provided the files haven’t yet been fully overwritten, this is one very effec-
tive little program. Many similar commercial and shareware competitors
exist, but Restoration gets you the same results for absolutely free.

The interface is very Spartan, with few options or settings. Simply
enter your search string (or if you want to find all recoverable files,
leave the field blank) and click the “search” button.

Searching is rapid, and filters may be set for file extensions or text strings
to narrow the results. Files are then copied to the destination of your choice.

I like that Restoration fits on a floppy, as well! This is great for some
recovery scenarios where you want to avoid any further hard disk activ-
ity that risks overwriting the files you are trying to recover.

Although there’s not much to it, Restoration does what’s needed, and
does so quickly. In an age where even shareware programs are becoming
bloated, Restoration is beautiful in its simplicity. Best of all, it’s freeware.

PCINSPECTOR FILE RECOVERY 3.0 BY CONVAR

Although free, this program is not exactly freeware. It is spon-
sored promotional ware for the German company Convar (more
about that in a moment!). That doesn’t mean there is an intrusive
sales pitch—in fact the banners and sponsor information are very
tasteful and limited.

The fact that this is an effort backed by the resources of a large com-
pany shows in the handsome interface and smooth operation of the pro-
gram. It is aimed primarily at end users with minimal technical aptitude,
thus file recovery is broken down into a simple four-step process.

However, that doesn’t mean it’s a “dumbed-down” application; a
multitude of sophisticated options are available, such as searching by
physical and logical drive, a very useful feature. More importantly,
there are limited options for changing drive access methods to bypass
serious errors in the Windows OS.

Resulting recoverable files are sortable into several view formats (a
lifesaver when results are overwhelming), with convenient alt-menus
for recovery operations and viewing file properties.

The company also offers a range of similar worthwhile freeware
products, the most notable being their SmartRecovery application for
recovering files from removable media such as memory sticks, SD
cards and IBM microdrives. Especially intriguing is the capability of
handling data recovery from Microsoft PocketPC devices. While this
tool’s obvious application is as a boon to digital photographers, I have
also seen it used to recover config data from the removable memory on
a network router.

One surprising glitch—the initial set-up is in German! However, if
you know your “Ja” from your “Nein,” your German is good enough,
and the menus in the installed application are entirely translated.

This is a very slick application for which Convar could easily charge
money, but they are generous enough to give it away. While it may not
meet the strict freeware test, the spirit of freeware is there, and I think
it’s outstanding.

CONCLUSION

Do you have a favorite tool you’d like to see in this column? As
always, your comments are welcome at: jimj@naspa.com

Remember, too, that many of these programs can be found in the
NaSPA shareware library in the shareware spotlight folder sorted by
publication month.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineer-
ing in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support
early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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URLS:
IsoBuster 1.6:http://www.isobuster.com
FAQ on CD technology:http://www.cdrfaq.org
Disk Investigator 1.3:http://www.theabsolute.net/sware
Restoration 2.5:http://www.geocities.jp/br_kato/
PCInspector File 3.0http://www.convar.com
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